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About This Game

Galaxy squad is turn-based tactical roguelike, in which you are leading a squad of mercenaries through randomly generated
galaxy with different events.

The game combines node-based exploration with random events, similar to games like FTL or Renowned Explorers, with
hardcore tactical battles, inspired by XCOM series. All your characters are randomly generated, and you can evolve them

however you want, creating ultimate crew.

FEATURES:

Explore different planets and systems, fight huge amounts of enemies

Upgrade your ship and use it's system in events or in battles

Explore space stations, find quests

Powerful story campaign system, involving your characters and branching storylines

Upgrade your equipment with different modifications and find rare loot
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Title: Galaxy Squad
Genre: Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Kazakov Oleg
Publisher:
Kazakov Oleg
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2018
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This game is fun
. Really great little game for $5 and the publisher is very active! Check out the demo versions on Newgrounds or Kongrete if
you want to get used to the game and see if you like it. I would also reccommend starting with Ranger and learn how to bait and
kite your targets if you are having trouble!. It's tedious.. Great game!! I like that you can switch characters in this game. Very
good.. Hesitant recommendation after a couple hours of playing this. Only for tower defense fans, and only if you can get it at a
deep discount. It's very rough around the edges, and has an uninteresting boilerplate fantasy story. However, the tower defense
gameplay itself is alright, and it seems to work reasonably well. Certainly, it's not the best TD game I've encountered, but I'm
enjoying it enough that I want to keep going after getting a few levels under my belt.. When I first played this I thought it was
the best fighter based flight game going. Much better than HawX, and streets ahead of games like Sturmovik. It's still a great
game, but it has been superceeded by newer titles such as the Digital Combat Simulator A-10C Warthog. Still, this game is
exhilarating to play , challenging to complete all the missions and ithe ground looks superb from the air; even when flying quite
close to the ground.

It's the first game I remember playing where you could actually see shadows cast by buildings and trees as opposed to the ground
being a flat photo (or, in the case of an old favorite of mine the F19 a flat featurless plane with the odd vertex shape denoting
hills and valleys and line diagrams for bridges and other targets), and from a suitable height Wings of Prey looks almost real..
From the half-hour of the single-player 'practice' mode I've played, this game controls well, looks good and is fun.
However, it'd be a hell of a lot more fun if the playerbase had more than 10 people since getting an online game is literally
impossible, currently.
Aside from that, I can see potential and I hope to see the game grow.. Lit sht u can be a gangster gandalf. Puking simulator.

Everything about this feels shoddy and not worthy of a AAA game developer.

PROS
+ At least this suggests that the Deux Ex team is thinking about VR.

CONS
- Even when launched from VR, it has a load menu on the desktop. You have to pull off your headset, read the instructions
there, hit start, then put back on the headset. Why? WHY!?
-The loading screen is basically an annoyingly bright little triangle shape in the center of your vision.
-No motion controls, no interactivity of any kind.
-Jerky rotate controller that should NEVER be used. Instead, play standing up and turn your body. Using the rotate controller is
almost guaranteed to induce vomiting.
-Unless you crank up AA, all of the cable and lighted surfaces appear to flicker, which is painful to look at and adds to the
nausea.
-Headbob while moving just in case the previous things didn't make you sick. Doesn't every developer know that headbob
should never be used in VR?

Sigh:: 2\/10. Recommended only if you really love Deus Ex and are a glutton for pain.
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Edit: Episode 2 has been added since this review was written. Episode 1 has had "minor updates," so some of the
information in this review might be outdated.

I don't want to pile on here, and I wouldn't go so far as "dreadful," but yeah, this isn't very good. It feels really rushed,
character development is largely tell not show, and things mostly happen one after the other for no apparent reason. If
you choose poorly, you just get rescued. Nothing really matters. There's one random choice that will lead to an
explanation of a major plot point and give you an important item. If you don't make that choice you still get the item;
it comes out of nowhere.

In addition to the plot issues, as a visual novel it's technically pretty sloppy. There are weird things like narration in
character dialog windows and single choice decisions. There's no CG gallery with percent completion, even after
playing through once.

Considering that the whole thing ends with an ad for the Deadlands Noir tabletop RPG, it probably just should have
been free. There are trading cards (set of 5), though, which isn't currently listed on the store page (oh, it's in the
description, but not the sidebar), so if it's on sale for fourteen cents it might be worth buying.. Expected Minecraft with
guns
Got Roblox with no girlfriends. game is to difficult plz give more clear instructions Humongous Entertainment.
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